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At a glance 

- Flag carrier Aeromexico and regional airline 
Aeromexico Connect to implement AMOS 

- Project kick-off already in April 2015 
- Usage of optional module “Financial Multi 

Entity” 

Footprint further increased in the Americas 
Swiss-AS is pleased to announce that the Aeromexico Group has 
selected AMOS for managing its full spectrum of maintenance 
activities as the outcome of an extensive market review. Since 
the opening of the AMOS office in Florida over four years ago, 
AMOS’ footprint has significantly expanded in the Americas 
region and Swiss-AS is happy to welcome another prime 
customer from the region into the AMOS community. 

Benefit from using “Financial Multi Entity” 

“We would like to thank Aeromexico for the trust placed in Swiss-
AS and our software AMOS. Our proven “Financial Multi Entity” 
functionality will surely support the airlines efforts for further 
group-internal synergies,” states Ronald Schaeuffele, CEO of 
Swiss-AS. 
The “Financial Multi Entity” module allows the two financially 
independent airlines to work in the same AMOS environment, 
taking advantage of centralized processes while maintaining 
separate general ledgers.  
The project was already kicking off last month in the 
headquarters in Mexico City. The training will focus on a train-
the-trainer approach along with e-learning for the 1,500 
designated AMOS users within the company.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Grupo Aeromexico  
Grupo Aeromexico, S.A.B. de C.V. is a holding company whose 
subsidiaries are engaged in commercial aviation in Mexico and 
the promotion of passenger loyalty programs. Aeromexico, the 
largest airline in Mexico, operates more than 600 daily flights and 
its main hub is in Terminal 2 at the Mexico City International 
Airport.  
Its destinations network features more than 80 cities on three 
continents, including 45 destinations in Mexico, 16 in the United 
States, 16 in Latin America, three in Europe, two in Asia and three
in Canada. 

About Swiss AviationSoftware and AMOS 
AMOS is a comprehensive, fully-integrated MRO software 
solution being developed and distributed by Swiss 
AviationSoftware. Swiss-AS, a 100% subsidiary of Swiss 
International Air Lines has more than 130 customers worldwide 
and belongs to the industry-leading MRO software providers. 
Our loyal customer base includes pure operators of all sizes, 
major low-cost, regional and flag carriers, large airline groups 
and MRO providers. In the Americas, AMOS is distributed 
through a partnership with Lufthansa Systems. For more 
information, please contact us via marketing@swiss-as.com or 
visit us at 
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"We are pleased to deepen our partnership 
with Swiss-AS, in order to keep Aeromexico 
daily maintenance operations under the 
highest quality standards" says Andres 
Conesa, CEO of Aeromexico. 


